


We work with storytellers, artists, curators, 
designers, chefs, and other creatives to make 
books of the highest quality, in the areas of 
art + photography, architecture + design, 
Indigenous art + culture, and food + drink.

Contemporary.
Innovative.
Beautiful.
Books.
Figure 1 Publishing is located in the traditional, unceded territory of the xwməθkwəýəm (Musqueam), S-kw-xwú7mesh 
(Squamish), and səlilwətaɬ (Tsleil-Waututh) peoples, with some team members working from the unceded territories 
of other nations. The publisher invites readers, collaborators, and publishing partners across territories to join them 
in working toward a more just relationship among colonial institutions, First Nations, Métis, and Inuit communities, 
and the land on which we and all future generations depend.
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Janet Werner
Sticky Pictures

François LeTourneux, Ara Osterweil, 
Melissa E. Feldman, and Lisa Baldissera

In collaboration with Gri�  n Art Projects, with 
Musée d’art contemporain de Montréal

Sticky Pictures examines and celebrates 
the evolving work of Montreal-based artist 
Janet Werner. In her paintings, Werner builds 
a constellation of spatial and fi gurative 
explorations drawn from fashion magazines 
and art history to create collage-like composite 
fi gures that slip easily between articulations of 
beauty, gender, psychology, and emotion.

“It is a mesmerization that goes both ways. 
Figures stare out while we, her audience, 
stare in, equally trans� xed.”
introduction, by lisa baldissera

features
Full colour, hardcover
240 pages, 9.5 × 11.5″
$60 cad/$50 Usd
isBn: 978-1-77327-202-3

features
Full colour, hardcover
144 pages, 11.75 × 11.25″
$40 cad/$35 Usd
isBn: 978-1-77327-253-5

Canadian Photographs
Geo� rey James

A subversive look at the liminal locations and 
transitional moments that make up the Canadian 
unconscious and the Not So True North.

In this unvarnished look at Canada, renowned 
photographer Geoff rey James directs his gaze 
to the in-between spaces and forgotten places 
that resist the idea of a cohesive national identity. 
With an equable eye, James documents the 
ephemeral and the monumental: a demolition 
derby in Quebec, how an inmate at Kingston 
Penitentiary has decorated his cell, the 
Dickensian side door of Massey Hall in Toronto. 
The photographs in this collection celebrate the 
everyday while meditating on the issues James’s 
adopted home faces: the bifurcation of rural and 
urban, rapid growth and increasing inequality, 
and the country’s journey toward truth and 
reconciliation.
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features 
Full colour, hardcover
320 pages, 10 × 11″
$60 cad/$50 Usd
isBn: 978-1-77327-119-4

Uninvited
Canadian Women Artists 
in the Modern Moment

Sarah Milroy et al. 

In collaboration with The McMichael Canadian 
Art Collection

A monument to the talent of Canadian women 
artists in the interwar period, Uninvited provides 
a full and diverse cross-country survey of the 
art made by women during this pivotal time, 
incorporating the work of both settler and 
Indigenous visual artists in a stirring affi  rmation 
of the female creative voice.

“The process of the growth of a nation’s art is the 
process of the growth of the soul of a nation, of 
the conscience of that nation.”
paraskeva clark

Rajesh Vora
Everyday Monuments—
The Rooftop Sculptures of Punjab

Keith Wallace, Satwinder Kaur Bains, 
Rahul Mehrotra, and Sajdeep Soomal

In collaboration with the Surrey Art Gallery

Striking photography and incisive texts 
document and refl ect on the fascinating and 
uniquely Punjabi art form of sculptural water 
tanks. Combined with the intricately decorated 
houses on which they perch, these “showpieces” 
represent a merging of art, architecture, and 
everyday life that transcends conventional 
design norms to tell a diasporic story in a form 
that is unique to Punjab.

“The pictures from Vora’s Punjabi water tanks 
series defy any easy categorization. They are 
at once landscapes, architectural photographs, 
and portraits; they capture personal stories and 
architectural expressions that are also forms 
that serve as public art and family history.”
jordan strom

features
Full colour, hardcover 
192 pages, 7.75 × 11″
$50 cad/$40 Usd
isBn: 978-1-77327-201-6

In collaboration with The McMichael Canadian 

A monument to the talent of Canadian women 
provides 

a full and diverse cross-country survey of the 
art made by women during this pivotal time, 

Indigenous visual artists in a stirring affi  rmation 

“The process of the growth of a nation’s art is the 
process of the growth of the soul of a nation, of 
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features
Full colour, hardcover
288 pages, 8.75 × 11″
$45 cad/$40 Usd
isBn: 978-1-77327-100-2

Out North
An Archive of Queer Activism 
and Kinship in Canada

Craig Jennex and Nisha Eswaran

In collaboration with The ArQuives: 
Canada’s lgbtq2+ Archives

A fascinating and wide-ranging documentation 
of queer history, activism, and community that 
examines the vast collection of The ArQuives, 
the largest independent lgBtQ2+ archives in 
the world. Since 1973, volunteers have amassed 
a vast collection of important artifacts that 
speak to personal experiences and signifi cant 
historical moments for Canadian queer 
communities. Out North is Canada’s defi nitive 
visual guide to lgBtQ2+ movements, struggles, 
and achievements.

“Every right and privilege we enjoy as members 
of the lgbtq2+ community we owe entirely to 
those who fought before us. We stand on the 
shoulders of giants. This book is their story.”
rick mercer, political satirist and comedian

To See What He Saw
J.E.H. MacDonald and the 
O’Hara Years, 1924–1932
Stanley Munn, Patricia Cucman
Full colour, hardcover
360 pages, 10 × 12″ · $60 cad/$55 Usd 
isBn: 978-1-77327-250-4

Bertram Brooker
When We Awake!
Michael Parke-Taylor
Full colour, hardcover
320 pages, 9 × 10″ · $60 cad/$50 Usd 
isBn: 978-1-77327-243-6

Wetland Project
Explorations in Sound, Ecology 
and Post-Geographical Art
Brady Marks, Mark Timmings et al.
Full colour, hardcover
288 pages, 6.5 × 9″ · $45 cad/$40 Usd
isBn: 978-1-77327-199-6

Finding American
Stories of Immigration from 
All 50 States
Colin Boyd Shafer
Full colour, hardcover
304 pages, 11 × 9.5″ · $55 cad/$45 Usd
isBn: 978-1-77327-221-4

Eli Bornstein
Arctic Journals 1986 and 1987
Eli Bornstein, Roald Nasgaard
Full colour, hardcover
168 pages, 7 × 9″ · $40 cad/$35 Usd
isBn: 978-1-77327-175-0

Taizo Yamamoto
Carts, Hedges, Lions
Taizo Yamamoto
Full colour, hardcover
112 pages, 7 x 8″ · $40 cad/$35 Usd
isBn: 978-1-77327-242-9

Synchronicity
Fabrice Strippoli
Black and white, hardcover
132 pages, 7.75 × 10″ · $40 cad/$35 Usd
isBn: 978-1-77327-174-3

more art + photography
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Space for Birds
Patterns and Parallels of 
Beauty and Flight 
Dr. Roberta L. Bondar 
Full colour, hardcover
256 pages, 11 × 9.5″ · $55 cad/$45 Usd
isBn: 978-1-77327-245-0

Jack Shadbolt
In His Words
Susan Mertens 
Full colour, hardcover
272 pages, 6.75 x 9″ · $40 cad/$30 Usd
isBn: 978-1-77327-255-9
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Kim Dorland
Katerina Atanassova, Robert Enright, 
Jeff rey Spalding
Full colour, hardcover
184 pages, 10 × 8.75″ · $45 cad/$40 Usd
isBn: 978-1-927958-25-4

Into the Light
Lionel LeMoine FitzGerald
Sarah Milroy et al. 
Full colour, hardcover
256 pages, 9 × 10″ · $50 cad/$50 Usd
isBn: 978-1-77327-096-8

Divine Threads
The Visual and Material Culture 
of Cantonese Opera
April Liu
Full colour, hardcover
208 pages, 10 × 12″ · $60 cad/$50 Usd
isBn: 978-1-77327-023-4

Grand Complications
50 Guitars & 50 Stories from 
Inlay Artist William “Grit” Laskin
William “Grit” Laskin
Full colour, hardcover
256 pages, 7.75 × 12″ · $45 cad/$35 Usd
isBn: 978-1-927958-84-1

In the Present Moment
Buddhism, Contemporary Art 
and Social Practice
Haema Sivanesan
Full colour, hardcover
176 pages, 8.25 × 9.75″ · $45 cad/$40 Usd
isBn: 978-1-77327-164-4

Under Di� erent Moons
African Art in Conversation
Anthony Alan Shelton
Full colour, hardcover 
248 pages, 10 × 12″ · $60 cad/$50 Usd
isBn: 978-1-77327-114-9

Early Snow
Michael Snow 1947–1962
James King
Full colour, hardcover
140 pages, 8.25 × 9.75″ · $35 cad/$35 Usd
isBn: 978-1-77327-098-2

Tom Burrows
Scott Watson, Ian Wallace
Full colour, hardcover
208 pages, 8.25 × 9.75″ · $50 cad/$38 Usd
isBn: 978-1-927958-88-9

Yes Yes We’re Magicians
Jonah Samson
Full colour, hardcover
104 pages, 7 × 9″ · $35 cad/$28 Usd
isBn: 978-1-927958-86-5

Vikky Alexander
Extreme Beauty
Daina Augaitis, Vincent Bonin, 
Leah Pires, Nancy Tousley
Full colour, hardcover
160 pages, 10 × 11.25″ · $45 cad/$40 Usd
isBn: 978-1-77327-093-7

Many Lives Mark This Place
John Hartman Paints Canadian Writers 
in the Landscapes that Inspire Them
John Hartman
Full colour, hardcover
176 pages, 7.75 × 9.25″ · $40 cad/$35 Usd
isBn: 978-1-77327-094-4

Morrice
The A.K. Prakash Collection in 
Trust to the Nation
Katerina Atanassova et al. 
Full colour, hardcover
240 pages, 9.25 × 11.38″ · $50 cad/$45 Usd
isBn: 978-1-77327-018-0 / Available in French

Anna Banana
45 Years of Fooling Around with 
A. Banana
Michelle Jacques 
Full colour, hardcover
176 pages, 8.25 × 9.75″ · $40 cad/$35 Usd
isBn: 978-1-927958-29-2

Àdisòkàmagan/Nous connaître 
un peu nous-mêmes/We’ll all 
become stories
A Survey of Art in the 
Ottawa-Gatineau Region
Catherine Sinclair et al.
Full colour, hardcover
348 pages, 10 × 11″ · $65 cad/$60 Usd
isBn: 978-1-77327-031-9

Moving Still
Performative Photography in India
Diana Freundl, Gayatri Sinha
Full colour, hardcover
160 pages, 6.5 × 9.5″ · $35 cad/$30 Usd
isBn: 978-1-77327-049-4

Theatrum Mundi
Masks and Masquerades in 
Mexico and the Andes
Anthony Alan Shelton
Full colour, hardcover
256 pages, 10 × 12″ · $60 cad/$50 Usd
isBn: 978-1-77327-137-8

more art + photography more art + photography

Leaning Out of Windows
An Art and Physics Collaboration
Randy Lee Cutler, Ingrid Koenig 
Full colour, paperback
216 pages, 9 × 12″ · $45 cad/$40 Usd
isBn: 978-1-77327-217-7

Gathie Falk
Revelations
Edited by Sarah Milroy 
Full colour, hardcover
192 pages, 9 × 10″ · $50 cad/$45 Usd
isBn: 978-1-77327-189-7
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Escapology
Modern Cabins, Cottages 
and Retreats
Colin McAllister and Justin Ryan

Part style bible and lifestyle manual, Escapology, 
by the talented interior designer duo Colin 
McAllister and Justin Ryan, features a beautifully 
photographed collection of retreats to inspire 
peaceful and quiet living. From a tranquil 
lakeside getaway to a rustic cottage nestled 
deep within a Nordic forest, this book explores 
the intricate relationship between architecture, 
design, and the desire for cabin lovers and 
cottage dreamers to escape into nature.

“This book makes a lot of noise about a very 
tranquil subject: escape. It is dedicated to those 
who choose to leave the city in pursuit of a 
greater connection to nature and a quieter way 
of living, and to those who dream of following 
their example.”
colin mcallister & justin ryan

Reside
Contemporary West Coast Houses

Dr. Michael J Prokopow
Introduction by Clinton Cuddington

Stunning contemporary houses illuminate the 
enduring and evolving infl uence of the West 
Coast Modern architectural style in British 
Columbia. With thoughtful, deeply informed 
prose and over 300 captivating photos, Reside
is an absorbing and inspiring tour of some of 
the most exceptional houses in the country, and 
a portrait of how the unique character of the 
region is expressed in built form.

“An architectural manifestation that at its worst 
is a barrier to a shared need, but at its best 
generates responses applicable far beyond 
this typology, responses that can be interrogated 
to help inform a regional response for the 
broader population.”
clinton cuddington

a r c h i t e c t U r e  +  d e s i g n  15

features
Full colour, hardcover
240 pages, 8.5 × 10″
$55 cad/$50 Usd
isBn: 978-1-77327-263-4

features
Full colour, hardcover
256 pages, 8.5 × 10.5″
$39.99 cad/$34.99 Usd
isBn: 978-1-77327-124-8
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Canadian Architecture
Evolving a Cultural Identity

Leslie Jen

Canadian Architecture surveys the country’s 
most accomplished architectural fi rms, whose 
work enhances cities and landscapes across 
Canada’s geographically varied expanse. Author 
Leslie Jen explores a number of signifi cant 
projects in urban and rural environments—
private residences, cultural and institutional 
facilities, and democratic public spaces—that 
profoundly infl uence our interactions with each 
other and the communities in which we live. 

“These individuals who create our built 
environments are profoundly in� uencing our 
daily interaction with each other and the world.”
leslie jen

Toronto’s Inclusive Modernity
The Architecture of Jerome Markson
Laura J. Miller et al. 
Full colour, hardcover
304 pages, 8 × 10″ · $45 cad/$45 Usd
isBn: 978-1-77327-001-2

Eppich House II
The Story of an Arthur Erickson 
Masterwork
Greg Bellerby
Full colour, hardcover
160 pages, 8.25 × 9.25″
$39.99 cad/$34.99 Usd
isBn: 978-1-77327-047-0

West Coast North
Interiors Designed for Living
Julia Dilworth
Full colour, hardcover
256 pages, 9 x 10″ · $50 cad/$40 Usd
isBn: 978-1-77327-181-1

Brian Gluckstein
The Art of Home
Brian Gluckstein
Full colour, hardcover
256 pages, 9.75 × 12″ · $45 cad/$37.95 Usd
isBn: 978-1-77327-030-2

Toronto Makes
The Things We Love and the People 
Who Make Them
Randi Bergman
Full colour, hardcover
232 pages, 7 × 9″ · $38.99 cad/$32.95 Usd
isBn: 978-1-77327-052-4

Francisco Kripacz
Interior Design
Arthur Erickson
Full colour, hardcover
192 pages, 9 × 10″ · $50 cad/$45 Usd
isBn: 978-1-927958-50-6

Exploring the Capital
An Architectural Guide to the Ottawa-
Gatineau Region
Andrew Waldron
Full colour, paperback
288 pages, 6 × 8.5″ · $24.95 cad/$22.95 Usd
isBn: 978-1-927958-91-9

Modern in the Making
Post-war Craft and Design in 
British Columbia
Stephanie Rebick
Full colour, paperback
252 pages, 7.75 × 10.75″ · $40 cad/$35 Usd
isBn: 978-1-77327-122-4

Glacier Skywalk
Clea Sturgess, Jeremy Sturgess, 
Trevor Boddy
Full colour, paperback
128 pages, 7.75 × 9″ · $24.95 cad/$22.95 Usd
isBn: 978-1-927958-99-5

features
Full colour, hardcover
224 pages, 8.75 × 11.5″
$50 cad/$45 Usd
isBn: 978-1-77327-038-8

more architecture + design
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Echoes of the 
Supernatural
The Graphic Art of Robert 
Davidson

Gary Wyatt with Robert Davidson

In collaboration with the Vancouver Art Gallery

With over two hundred serigraphs and paintings, 
Echoes of the Supernatural is an exhilarating 
tour of a half-century of mastery and innovation 
of Haida formline by Robert Davidson—the 
most prominent Northwest Coast artist of 
his generation, and a leading fi gure in the 
renaissance of Haida art and culture.

“The book is a visual marvel, with its bold colours 
and the dramatic curves of Haida formline, 
aspects that are incorporated into its design.”
galleries west

Early Days
Indigenous Art from the 
McMichael

Bonnie Devine, Sarah Milroy, 
and John Geoghegan

In collaboration with the 
McMichael Canadian Art Collection

Early Days is a landmark publication bringing 
together more than seventy voices illuminating 
the rich array of Indigenous art held by the 
McMichael Canadian Art Collection. Splendidly 
illustrated, it traces the emergence and 
increasing participation of many Indigenous 
artists in the contemporary art world, and 
represents a vital acknowledgment of the place 
of Indigenous art and ways of knowing in global 
art history.

“Change requires boldness, and a shared, 
unexpected boldness is in the air. It’s still early 
days, no doubt about it, but movement has 
begun.”
bonnie devine

indigenoUs a r t  +  c U lt U r e  21

In collaboration with the Vancouver Art Gallery

With over two hundred serigraphs and paintings, 
 is an exhilarating 

tour of a half-century of mastery and innovation 
of Haida formline by Robert Davidson—the 
most prominent Northwest Coast artist of 
his generation, and a leading fi gure in the 

“The book is a visual marvel, with its bold colours 
and the dramatic curves of Haida formline, 
aspects that are incorporated into its design.”aspects that are incorporated into its design.”

In collaboration with the Vancouver Art Gallery

With over two hundred serigraphs and paintings, 
 is an exhilarating 

tour of a half-century of mastery and innovation 
of Haida formline by Robert Davidson—the 
most prominent Northwest Coast artist of 
his generation, and a leading fi gure in the 

“The book is a visual marvel, with its bold colours 
and the dramatic curves of Haida formline, 
aspects that are incorporated into its design.”

features
Full colour, hardcover
408 pages, 10 x 11″ 
$70 cad/$55 Usd
isBn: 978-1-77327-233-7

features
Full colour, hardcover with half jacket
288 pages, 9 × 11.25″ 
$70 cad/$60 Usd
isBn: 978-1-77327-190-3
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Curve!
Women Carvers on 
the Northwest Coast

Curated by Dana Claxton 
and Curtis Collins 

In collaboration with The Audain Art Museum

Stunning photography of wood and argillite 
carvings by over a hundred Indigenous women 
artists on the Northwest Coast.

Though women of the Northwest Coast have 
long carved poles, canoes, panels, and masks, 
many of these artists have not become as well 
known outside their communities as their male 
counterparts. These artists are cherished within 
their communities for helping to keep traditional 
carving practices alive, and for maintaining 
the dances, songs, and ceremonies that are 
intertwined with visual art production. This book, 
which accompanies an exhibition at the Audain 
Art Museum, gathers a range of sculptural works 
created by Indigenous women over the past 
seventy years in order to expand the discourse 
of carving in the region.

Dorothy Grant
An Endless Thread

Sdahl K‐  ’awaas Lucy Bell, India Rael Young, 
Dorothy Grant, and Kwiaahwah Jones

In collaboration with the Haida Gwaii Museum

Part look-book, part memoir, and part history, 
this beautifully illustrated monument to a 
singular designer who helped inspire the 
growing Indigenous fashion movement is also 
a powerful demonstration of the enduring 
resonance and possibilities of Haida art.

Inspired by a discussion with celebrated Haida 
artist Bill Reid, Haida designer Dorothy Grant 
made it her life’s mission to bring her culture’s 
traditional art into contemporary fashion while 
adhering to the principle of Yaguudang, or 
respect for oneself and others. Dorothy Grant: 
An Endless Thread is the fi rst monograph to 
celebrate her trailblazing career. It features new 
photography of dozens of garments spanning 
the past four decades, modeled in studio and 
natural settings in Vancouver and Haida Gwaii, 
alongside sketches, traditional button robes and 
spruce-root weaving, and personal stories and 
refl ections from Grant. 

features
Full colour, hardcover
160 pages, 9 × 10.5″
$45 cad/$40 Usd
isBn: 978-1-77327-254-2

features
Full colour, hardcover
Swiss bound
176 pages, 9 × 10″
$45 cad/$40 Usd
isBn: 978-1-77327-241-2
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Lhù’ààn Mân Keyí Dań  
Kwánje Nà àtsat
Kluane Lake Country People 
Speak Strong

Kluane First Nation

In this poignant display of the resilience of 
language, culture, and community in the face 
of the profound changes brought by settlers, 
Kluane First Nation Elders share stories from 
their lives, knowledge of their traditional territory 
(Asì Keyì, “my grandfather’s country”), and 
insights on the building of their self-governing 
First Nation.

“We are all maps. We are maps of trails, of 
knowledge, of di erent layers of knowledge, 
peoples, places, and languages.”
kluane first nation elder dr. alyce johnson

indigenoUs a r t  +  c U lt U r e  25

The Transforming Image, 2nd Ed.
Painted Arts of Northwest 
Coast First Nations
Bill McLennan, Karen Duff ek
Full colour, hardcover
312 pages, 10.75 × 9″ · $65 cad/$55 Usd
isBn: 978-1-77327-198-9

Where the Power Is
Indigenous Perspectives on 
Northwest Coast Art
Karen Duff ek, Bill McLennan, 
Jordan Wilson
Full colour, hardcover
372 pages, 10 × 12″ · $65 cad/$50 Usd
isBn: 978-1-77327-051-7

Knowledge Within
Treasures of the Northwest Coast
Curated by Pam Brown, Jisgang 
Nika Collison, Anthony Alan Shelton, 
Jodi Simkin 
Edited by Caitlin Gordon-Walker
Full colour, hardcover
196 pages, 10 × 12″ · $60 cad/$50 Usd
isBn: 978-1-77327-099-9

The Good Lands
Canada Through the Eyes of Artists
Victoria Dickenson et al.
Full colour, hardcover
288 pages, 11 x 10″ · $60 cad/$55 Usd
isBn: 978-1-77327-024-1 / Available in French

Glory and Exile
Haida History Robes of 
Jut-ke-Nay Hazel Wilson
Robert Kardosh, Robin Laurence, 
Kün Jaad Dana Simeon
Full colour, hardcover
232 pages, 8 × 10″ · $50 cad/$40 Usd
isBn: 978-1-77327-117-0

Dempsey Bob
In His Own Voice
Dempsey Bob
Edited by Sarah Milroy
Full colour, hardcover
216 pages, 9 × 10″ · $45 cad/$40 Usd
isBn: 978-1-77327-161-3

Dana Claxton
Fringing the Cube
Grant Arnold, Monika Kin Gagnon, 
Olivia Michiko Gagnon, Jaleh Mansoor
Full colour, hardcover
160 pages, 8.75 x 10.5″ · $40 cad/$35 Usd
isBn: 978-1-77327-050-0

features
Full colour, hardcover
384 pages, 9 × 11.25″ 
$55 cad/$45 Usd
isBn: 978-1-77327-206-1

more indigenous art + culture
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Mad Love
Big Flavors Made to Share, 
from South Asia to the 
West Indies—A Cookbook

Devan Rajkumar

Born in Canada into a Guyanese household, 
Devan Rajkumar grew up surrounded by the 
culture of the West Indies and South Asian 
communities in his home and neighborhood. 
His relaxed and modern approach to Caribbean-
inspired cooking is infl ected by the fl avors and 
traditions from his upbringing and his culinary 
expeditions around the world.

“Chef Dev brilliantly combines � avors and 
techniques from across the globe into dishes 
that feel comfortingly familiar yet wildly exciting. 
Each recipe is a story you can’t wait to re-tell so 
you can watch the joy spread to others and invite 
them to join in the feast.”
j. kenji lópez-alt, author of the food lab, 
the wok, and every night is pizza night

f o o d  +  d r i n k  2928 f o o d  +  d r i n k

features
Full colour, hardcover
192 pages, 8.5 x 10″
$38.95 cad/$32.95 Usd
isBn: 978-1-77327-232-0

Brunch King
Eats, Beats, and Boozy Drinks
Joey Maggiore
Full colour, hardcover
192 pages, 8 x 10″ · $38.95 cad/$32.95 Usd
isBn: 978-1-77327-235-1

My Thali
A Simple Indian Kitchen
Joe Thottungal with Anne DesBrisay
Full colour, hardcover
192 pages, 8 x 9.5″ · $38.95 cad/$32.95 Usd
isBn: 978-1-77327-195-8

Gather
A Dirty Apron Cookbook
David Robertson
Full colour, hardcover
216 pages, 9 x 10″ · $38.99 cad/$32.99 Usd
isBn: 978-1-77327-067-8

For the Love of Cocktails
The Everyday Guide to Delightful 
Drinks for Anyone, Anytime
Evelyn Chick
Full colour, hardcover
224 pages, 7.75 x 9.5″ · $34.95 cad/$25.95 Usd
isBn: 978-1-77327-197-2

The Modern Table
Kosher Recipes for 
Everyday Gatherings
Kim Kushner
Full colour, hardcover
192 pages, 8 x 10″ · $40 cad/$35 Usd
isBn: 978-1-77327-166-8

Lure
Sustainable Seafood Recipes 
from the West Coast
Ned Bell with Valerie Howes
Full colour, paperback
240 pages, 9 x 10″ · $29.99 cad/$24.99 Usd
isBn: 978-1-77327-087-6

Araxi
Roots to Shoots, Farm Fresh Recipes
James Walt
Full colour, hardcover
232 pages, 9.25 x 11″ · $37.95 cad/$29.95 Usd
isBn: 978-1-927958-73-5

CinCin
Wood-Fired Cucina
Andrew Richardson
Full colour, hardcover
232 pages, 7.75 × 11″ · $37.95 cad/$29.95 Usd
isBn: 978-1-927958-74-2

more food + drink

Great Scoops
Recipes from a Neighborhood 
Ice Cream Shop
Marlene Haley, Amelia Ryan 
with Anne DesBrisay
Full colour, hardcover
224 pages, 8 x 10″ · $37.95 cad/$30 Usd
isBn: 978-1-77327-165-1
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San Diego Cooks 
Recipes from the Region’s Favorite 
Eateries, Bakeries, and Bars

Ligaya Malones with photography by 
Deanna Sandoval

San Diego is known for sun, surf, and slinging 
excellent tacos and beer. But when it comes to 
the restaurant scene, there’s a whole world of 
multi-cultural eats to explore—in and beyond 
the city limits. From casual yet-design-centric 
brunch cafés to high-end sushi restaurants, 
and from farmers’ market stalls to Michelin-
starred dining experiences, this is a place where 
chefs and foodies alike enjoy the benefi ts of 
the region’s enviously long growing season, 
proximity to the sea, cross-cultural exchanges 
with Mexico, and the overall diversity of its 
population.

San Diego Cooks proudly presents some of the 
city’s (and county’s) most iconic dishes. 

city cooks series

features
Full colour, hardcover
208 pages, 8 × 10″
$38.95 cad/$32.95 Usd
isBn: 978-1-77327-246-7
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more city cooks
Our ongoing City Cooks series features chefs, restaurants, and recipes from cities and regions across North America.

Okanagan Eats
Signature Chefs’ Recipes 
from British Columbia’s Wine Valleys  
Dawn Postnikoff , Joanne Sasvari
Full colour, hardcover
208 pages, 8 × 10″ · $38.95 cad/$32.95 Usd
isBn: 978-1-77327-180-4

Miami Cooks
Recipes from the City’s 
Favorite Restaurants
Sara Liss
Full colour, hardcover
184 pages, 8 × 10″ · $38.99 cad/$32.99 Usd
isBn: 978-1-77327-121-7

Houston Cooks
Recipes from the City’s Favorite 
Restaurants and Chefs
Francine Spiering
Full colour, hardcover
232 pages, 8 × 10″ · $38.99 cad/$32.99 Usd
isBn: 978-1-77327-074-6

San Antonio Cooks
Favorite Recipes from 
Local Chefs and Restaurants
Julia Celeste Rosenfeld
Full colour, hardcover
224 pages, 8 × 10″ · $37.95 cad/$32.95 Usd
isBn: 978-1-77327-179-8

Oregon Wine + Food
The Cookbook
Kerry Newberry, Danielle Centoni
Full colour, hardcover
256 pages, 8 × 10″ · $39.95 cad/$34.95 Usd
isBn: 978-1-77327-194-1

Vancouver Eats
Signature Recipes from 
the City’s Best Restaurants
Joanne Sasvari
Full colour, hardcover
240 pages, 8 × 10″ · $38.95 cad/$34.95 Usd
isBn: 978-1-77327-036-4

Calgary Eats
Signature Recipes from the 
City’s Best Restaurants and Bars
Gail Norton, Karen Ralph
Full colour, hardcover
232 pages, 8 × 10″ · $38.99 cad/$32.99 Usd
isBn: 978-1-77327-065-4

East Bay Cooks
Signature Recipes from the Best 
Restaurants, Bars, and Bakeries
Carolyn Jung
Full colour, hardcover
208 pages, 8 × 10″ · $38.99 cad/$32.99 Usd
isBn: 978-1-77327-066-1

Island Eats
Signature Chefs’ Recipes from 
Vancouver Island and the Salish Sea
Dawn Postnikoff , Joanne Sasvari
Full colour, hardcover
200 pages, 8 × 10″ · $38.99 cad/$32.99 Usd
isBn: 978-1-77327-167-5
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